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I. Introduction 

In a stimulating series of recent articles, Theil [7,8J and 

others [1, 4, 5, 6J have developed a method of approximating the true 

disturbances of a linear regression equation and have shown how the 

approximate disturbances may be used to construct more tractable tests 

of hypotheses that the true disturbances do conform to our usual 

assumptions of independence, homoscedasticity, etc. 1 

This work is outlined below with slightly changed emphasis at some 

pOints. An alternative approximation is then developed. The alternative 

is more easily derived and calculated than the approximation proposed in 

the articles cited. Its accuracy, however, may be either greater or 

less. Circumstances determining relative accuracy should be explored 

further along with the properties of statistics based on the alternative 

approximations. 

Let a linear regression model be indicated by 

0.1) 

where y is an observed random vector of T components with mean X~ 

and variance vI with v a positive scalar and I an identity matrix 

* This research was conducted under National Science Foundation grant 
GS 2286 to the University of Minnesota. Part of the work was per
formed while the author was a Visiting Professor at Virginia Polytechnic 
Institute. Useful suggestions were received from a referee and from 
Marcel K. Richter. 

1. Tests of independence against the alternative of a simple autoregressive 
scheme are the subject of references [1, 4, 5J. Theil [7, p. 1077J, 
[8, p. 247J indicates other possible applications. 
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of order T. X is a known TXK matrix of rank K and S an 

unknown vector. u is an unobserved random vector called the dis-

turbance and assumed to have mean 0 and variance vI. 

Theil posed the problem of finding a linear transformation of y 

that would approximate u in the sense of minimizing the expected value 

of the sum of squares of differences between corresponding components. 

He wished the approximate disturbance to be unbiased (have zero mean) 

and to have a scalar variance matrix (the product of the scalar v 

and an identity matrix). 

The problem may thus be initially summarized: 

min E(Ay-u)t(Ay-u) subject to 
A 

E(Ay-u) = EAy = AXS = 0 

Var Ay = E AyytAt = vAAt = vI 

0.2) 

0.3) 

If A is square and I on the right of (1.3) is of order T, then 

(1.2) and (1.3) are inconsistent since (1.2) requires AX = 0 which means 

that A and AAt can be of rank at most T-K, while (1.3) requires that 

A have rank T. 

Theilts resolution of the inconsistency is to choose K components 

of u to be approximated by zero. Let ul be the subvector of u 

containing the remaining T-K components to be approximated. The revised 

problem is 

min E (CY-Ul )t(CY-Ul) subject to 
C 

CX = 0 

E Cyy'Ct = vCCt = vI 

(1.2*) 

0.3* ) 
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where 1 on the right of 0.3*) is of order T-K. 

The components of u to be included in ul are to be chosen wiLh 

reference to the use to be made of the approximation, see Theil [8, p. 247J. 

If the components of u are arranged so that the first K are excluded 

from ul' and y, X, u are correspondingly arranged, then all may be 

partitioned -

u = (::) y • t:) X = (~) u = (:j where u is the vector 

of least-squares residuals of the regression of y on X. 

Alternative expressions for the least-squares residuals are -

u = y - XS = (I-X(X'X)-lX') y = My = Mu (1. 4) 

where S = (X'X)-l X'y are the least-squares estimates of Sand M is 

seen to be a symmetric, idempotent matrix of rank T-K. Theil show:, that 

the minimizing approximations, say Ul' may be written 

X Y -1 [ ~ 
1 "0 k=l 0.5) 

where the dl( are positive square roots of the eigenvalues of Xc (X' X)-lXo ' 

and the qk are the corresponding latent vectors. 

Before turning to an alternative approximation let me note that 1 do 

not think the criterion of unbiasedness is very important in this c()ntext. 

If the expectation of the sum of squared differences between compont~nts 

of u and the approximating vector (approximator) could be materially 

reduced by waiving this requirement it would seem to me to be desirc:ble 

to accept some bias. 

However, in the present context this possibility does not exist. If 

the approximator is to be linear in y, then it is seen from equation 

(1.2) above that the condition necessary for the approximator to have mean 
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zero is the same as the condition that it not depend on the unknown ~-

namely, the transformation applied to y must annihilate X. Such a 

requirement will be maintained in what follows, but I am motivated by 

the necessity for avoiding an approximator that depends on ~ (except 

through y) rather than wanting to impose unbiasedness. 

II. An Alternative Approximator 

Following Theil, we want to find a random vector, call it w, that 

will approximate the unknown disturbance u in the sense that E(W-U)'(W-U) 

is small. w cannot depend on ~ (we wish to be able to calculate w 

in particular applications) and it is desired that Var w = vI. 

As Theil observed, it seems natural to start by considering linear 

transformations of the observed vector y, say Ay. As noted in the 

first section, if Ay is not to depend on ~, it is necessary that 

AX o ( 2.0 

which means that the rank of A (denoted pA) can be at most T-K 

(since pX = K). 

For w to have a nonsingular variance, the loss of rank imposed by 

(2.1) must be restored. One possibility is to add K additional observable 

random variables to y as possible ingredients of w. 

To explore such an approach, let € be a standard normal vector of 

order K. Let v = 
1 

T-K 
be the usual unbiased estimator of v. Definl' 

(2.2) 

Then E r = 0, E rrl = vI. In applying this approach, an observed value 

of e would be drawn from an appropriate table of random numbers. 

Let B be a matrix of order TxK. Consider an approximator of 

the form 
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w == Br + Ay (2.3) 

where A and B are chosen to minimize E(w-u)'(w-u) subject to (2.1) 

above and 

Var w = Eww' == v(BB' + AA') vI (2.4) 

or BB' + AA' == I (2.5) 

In the remainder of this section it is shown that the restricted 

minimum is achieved for 

and (2.6) 

and (2.7) 

these values are unique except for alternative square roots of (X'X)-l. 

Consequences of the results are briefly discussed in a concluding section. 

To establish the results, two lemmas are useful. 

Lemma 1. If B is a matrix of order TxK with K < T and if A is 

a Txt matrix of rank ~ (T-K) such that BB' + AA' = I, then 

(1) BB' is idempotent and of rank K 

(2) AA' is idempotent and of rank T-K. 

Proof: Let G be an orthogonal matrix that diagona1izes BB' , say 

GBB'G' = 01. Then 

GBB'G' + GAA'G' = GG' or 

01 + GAA'G' = I 

so G also diagonalizes AA' . Let GAA'G' == D2 , 

01 has at most K nonzero elements because B has K columns. 02 has 
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at most T-K nonzeros since pA ~ (T-K). But D1 + D2 has T nonzeros 

so 

pD1 = pBB' = pB = K and PD2 = pAA' = pA = T-K 

Since each nonzero of ~ and D2 must be unity, BB' and AA' are 

idempotent. 

Lemma 2. Let X be a given matrix of order TxK and rank K. Let 

X be the subspace of RT spanned by the columns of X. Let Z be the 

subspace of RT complementary to X (X $ Z = RT , X n Z = CO}). Let Z 

be a given (T-K)XT matrix whose rows form an orthonormal basis for 

Z(ZZ' = I, ZX = 0). If H is any TX(T-K) matrix satisfying tr HH' T-K, 

then 

(3 ) t r HZ ~ T - K 

(4) tr HZ = T-K ~ H = Z' 

Proof: Consider the problem of maximizing tr HZ subject to 

tr HH' = T-K. This is a simple problem of maximizing a linear function 

of T(T-K) variables (the elements of H) subject to the restriction that 

the values lie on a sphere of radius JT=K in RT(T-K). The Lagrangian 

is 

T r-I( 
L(H,A) = L L ht.z. t + A 

t=l .=1 

T T-K 
L L ht •

2 

t=l s=l 

= z. t + 2"- ht • t = 1,2, •.• ,T; s = 1,2, ... T-K 

so the maximizing values hts must satisfy. 

}'" z. t or H = - ~'" Z' 
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Therefore 

tr 
1 

= 4>..2 tr ZZ' or T-K 
1 = 4AG (T-K) • 

Hence 

Noting that the constraint set is the boundary of a strictly convex, 

bounded set we conclude that H = Z' corresponds to a unique restricted 

maximum and H = -Z' to a unique restricted minimum. 

The desired results readily follow in 

Theorem 1. Let w be a vector of the form given in (2.3) with r,y 

as defined in (2.2), (1.1). Then E(w-u)'(w-u) is minimized over B,A 

subject to 

(a) AX z: 0 

(b) BB' + AA' = I 

by 

~ 

B = X(X' X)-'l! 

and 

and the minimizing values are unique except for alternative values of 
~ 

(X'X)-Z • 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

Proof: From (1. I), (2.3) and Condition (a), w = Br + Au. Since 

u and rare uncorrelated, E(w-u)'(w-u) = Ew'w - 2Ew'u + Eu'u = v tr(B'B 

+A'A-2A+I). Since tr(B'B + A'A) = tr(BB' + AA') = T by Condition 

(b), this reduces to 2v(T - tr A). Thus, the problem is equivalent to 

minimizing tr A subject to (a) and (b). 

Condition (a) requires that the rows of A be orthogonal to the 
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columns of X, so A is of the form 

A = HZ 

where the rows of Z form an orthonormal basis for the subspace Z of 

RT complementary to the subspace spanned by the columns of X. By 

Lemma 1, Condition (b) implies tr AA' = T-K. Therefore the conditions 

of Lemma 2 hold and H = Zl is the unique maximizing value (for tr A, 

minimizing for E(W-U)' (w-u) for a given Z). However, if W is an 

alternative matrix whose rows are an orthonormal basis for Z, then 

w = PZ with P orthogona1 2 and WIW = ZlplpZ = ZIZ so A is uniquely 

determined and tr A = tr ZIZ = T-K. 

Now M = I-X(X'X)-lX ' clearly satisfies the conditions of the 

theorem and M is known to be idempotent and rank T-K. Therefore 

I 

tr M = T-K so A = M is the unique restricted minimizer of E(w-u) (w-u). 

From (b), BB' = I-AA' = I-M = X(XIX)-lX I . 

III. Some Observations 

From Theorem 1, the approach of Section II leads to an approximator 

of the form 

w (3.1) 

where € is a drawing from a standard multivariate normal population 

of order K and u is the vector of least-squares residuals from the 

regression of y on X. Using E(W-U)'(W-U) as an indicator of the 

2. Clearly W=PZ for some P since Z is a basis. 
= PZZlpl = pp', P must be orthogonal. 

Since I = WW I 
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inaccuracy of the approximation and using (1.4) to write 

w-u =.r-=; X(x'x)-~e + (u - u) = 0" X(X'X)-ie + X(X'X)-lX'u, we have 

(3.2) 

Inaccuracy of vK is incurred by having to observe u instead of u, 

and another vK is incurred to rectify the second moment of u. 

Calculations using Theil's approach, see [4, pp. l79-80J and 

[7, pp. 1075-6J, show that it is sometimes more and sometimes less 

accurate than the approach developed here. Relative accuracy should be 

investigated further and, more important, the behavior of the statistics 

based on the alternative approximations should be studied. Comparisons 

of the power of tests of the hypotheses of serial independence and 

homoscedasticity of disturbances will be of particular interest. 3 

Tests based on w will be approximate since w is not exactly 

normally distributed. It seems reasonable to conjecture that when the 

sample is sufficiently large that the distribution of v is pretty 

concentrated, the distribution of w should be approximately normal. 

w is a probability mixture of two multivariate normal vectors. In a 

different but analogous context,4 the conjecture of approximate normality 

was later supported by results of a Monte Carlo study. 

It appears then that the approach suggested here has the advantage 

of simplicity as compared with Theil's approach, but simplicity is 

purchased at the sacrifice of exact normality (in those cases in which 

u is exactly normal). The more important issues of accuracy of 

3. For certain special cases comparisons of the relative power of 
Theil's test and the Durbin-Watson test are included in [lJ and [5J. 

4. See [2J, section 5, and [3J, pp. 25-6. 
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approximation and power of tests need to be explored in more detail 

since relative accuracy, and presumably power, depends on the 

nature of the matrix X of observed values of independent variables 

in particular applications. 
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